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Without question, the biggest obstacle 
facing widespread adoption of the 
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is 
interoperability. From a high level, one 
impediment is the very loose classifica-
tion of “industrial,” which spans a wide 
range of vertical markets, including 
energy and utilities, manufacturing, 
transportation, and healthcare, to name 
a few. At a more granular level, many 
of these industrial sub-segments have 
evolved domain-specific connectivity 
transports and service standards, which 
help optimize networks for the require-
ments and use cases of the systems and 
applications they deploy. Unfortunately, 
while these domain-specific implemen-
tations can remedy architectural design 
challenges related to jitter, latency, 
throughput, bandwidth, scalability, reli-
ability, or security, they also preclude 
the free and easy flow of data within and 
between IIoT systems, as well as across 
the IIoT ecosystem of industries. 

Defining a new IIoT network 
architecture
The Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)  
model can be used a rough proxy for 
today’s existing IIoT network infra-
structure, at least through layer 4 (the 
transport layer of the Internet model). 
Through this point it is assumed that the 
Internet Protocol (IP) will be leveraged 
at the network layer for IIoT systems, 
with either the Transmission Control 
Protocol (TCP) or User Datagram Proto- 
col (UDP) used as a pipe for transport- 
ing data between IIoT end nodes in 
point-to-point, hub-and-spoke, mesh, 
hierarchical, or combinational network 
topologies. Incidentally, many of the 
leading industrial connectivity frame-
works deployed in domain-specific set-
tings today either already use TCP or 
UDP as a foundation, or are capable of 
running on them. 

However, above the transport layer is  
where similarities with the OSI model 
and between domain-specific IIoT  con- 
nectivity implementations start to dis-
appear. Layers 5-7 of the OSI model 
(or the application layer of the Internet 
model) are responsible for defining 
how data is structured and parsed by 
endpoints, which lays the groundwork 
for semantic interoperability between  
systems (or the ability to interpret mean- 
ing from exchanged data). In industrial 
segments these functions are often 
delivered through domain- specific con-
nectivity standards or service frame-
works such as the Open Platform 
Communications Unified Architecture 
(OPC-UA) in manufacturing or the 
oneM2M layers used in commercial, 
large-scale consumer, and transpor-
tation sectors to connect devices to  
cellular networks.

But rather than address interoperability 
issues between domain-specific stan-
dards by adding another comprehensive 
standard or glue connectivity services, 
the Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC) 
recently proposed a re-defined network 
stack for IIoT systems. This new archi-
tecture creates what the IIC calls the  

“Connectivity Framework” layer north 
of the transport layer in traditional OSI/
Internet models where domain-specific 
connectivity standards can continue to 
be leveraged to provision common data 
structures for the transfer of information 
between systems. In addition, the archi-
tecture calls for the use of a dual “Core 
Gateway” network hierarchy that enables 
“Core Connectivity Standards” to com-
municate southbound to domain-specific 
connectivity endpoints for last-mile com-
munications, as well as across domains 
and ecosystems at a higher level.

The Core Connectivity Standards incor-
porated in the IIC’s IIoT Connectivity 
Framework and Core Gateway recom-
mendation are subject to change but 
currently include:

 › The Data Distribution Service (DDS) 
 › Web services using HTTP
 › OPC-UA
 › oneM2M

The IIC Connectivity Framework, including  
an assessment template for evaluating  
connectivity technologies, can be accessed  
free of charge at www.iiconsortium.org/
IICF.htm.    IES

By Brandon Lewis, Technology Editor

>>foreword          thinking
IIC Connectivity Framework defines IIoT network 
architecture for scalable interoperability
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By Christopher Trum, Teguar Corporation

The    Interface

Industrial HMI and panel PC trends 
Human-machine interfaces (HMIs) are graphical interfaces that 
allow interactions between humans and machines. In the indus-
trial sector, HMIs are used to control manufacturing lines and 
industrial equipment. Traditionally, programmable logic con-
troller (PLC) modules are connected to an HMI to carry out a 
command once it is implemented on the HMI device. However, 
there are inherent shortcomings to using HMIs with PLCs, which 
is leading engineers to consider alternative options.

The biggest shortcoming with HMI and PLC systems is that 
they are highly specialized and lack flexibility. PLC modules can 
only carry out simple commands, so many devices are needed 
to implement different functions. Furthermore, a critical com-
ponent of modern control systems is the collection of data – if 
there is a network outage, PLC modules are unable to transmit 
vital operational data.

Panel PCs can also be utilized as an HMI with the right software. 
Unlike traditional PLC modules (which are usually configured 
for one highly specialized task) a PC can control many dif-
ferent functions at one time. If the PLC module fails, a replace-
ment device must be found that is configured for that task or 
must be configured at that time, which can cause extended 
operational downtime. With an industrial computer this isn’t 
necessary because it can be preprogrammed and swapped 
in immediately. 

PCs require less equipment to fulfill the same computing oper-
ations, since one panel PC can be used to carry out all the dif-
ferent parts of a process. When using PLC modules, differently 
configured devices must be used for each task, which greatly 
increases the number of access points in a facility, taking up 
valuable space. The large amount of PLC modules necessary 
for a complex process can be consolidated with a few panel 
PCs capable of the same job.

The growing trend: Panel PCs
Increasingly, professionals are turning to panel PCs as an HMI 
because of their flexibility and versatility. As software develops 
and becomes more complex, better technology is needed to 
fully take advantage. Panel PCs are capable of storing data 
locally, unlike the traditional HMI/PLC systems that need to 
transmit data to servers. They also have much higher com-
puting power and thus are able to manage complex tasks 
more easily.

Another huge advantage of the panel PC is the built-in touch-
screen. The entire production line or equipment process can be 

controlled from one central point. Instead of handling a control 
panel with an array of confusing switches and buttons, users 
can easily utilize a touchscreen interface that has the entire 
control system visually mapped out. There are different touch-
screen types available depending on the application, like resis-
tive if employees need to wear gloves or projected capacitive 
if they need screens with more than one touch point. This gives 
these PC systems more versatility.

A panel PC also allows for better visual representation of a 
control system and provides real-time data acquisition. They 
increase productivity by providing an extremely user-friendly 
interface, so as screens get larger and have higher resolutions, 
users can more clearly observe the equipment. Panel PCs often 
employ a fanless cooling system, which means that they have a 
long usage life, low failure rate, and high system reliability. Built 
with industrial-grade components, industrial panel PCs can be 
placed in hazardous or harsh environments and last far longer 
than commercial-grade computers.

Industrial and manufacturing processes are only going to get 
more complicated. To keep up with the changing technological 
landscape, companies must be sure that they are leaving out-
dated control and supervision systems behind. Moving from 
specialized HMI and PLC modules to more flexible PC solutions 
is a major benefit as software continues to evolve.    IES
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as you look to retrofit or completely overhaul your domain, how do you change that 
paradigm? How do you get on a path that allows you to constantly refresh without 
adding risk?

“If you look at topologies in a setting like that, you’ve got actuation at the bottom; 
you’ve got programmable controllers on top of that; and then you’ve got the con-
trol plane and applications,” he continues. “There’s a big opportunity at those top 
two layers to take what has been very dedicated, custom, proprietary hardware and 
move a lot of it into software. It doesn’t all become software because you still need 
hardware platforms, but you can move into a more open COTS environment and 
start to virtualize a lot of that load. Those layers then provide an avenue to constantly 
innovate and update. A lot of that innovation will obviously be at the application 
layer, but now you’ve got a platform that’s dynamic and allows those applications to 
constantly evolve.”

IIoT virtualization: Decoupling the control plane and applications from hardware 
through software
With the advent of multicore virtualization over the past several years, hypervisors 
are now routinely used in industrial systems to separate real-time functions from a 
general-purpose operating system (GPOS) that runs non-deterministic applications. 
Although real-time operating systems (RTOSs) and functions often run strictly in vir-
tual machines (VMs) on the target hardware platform when deployed, such designs 
allow GPOSs to run off-device to save resources and enable virtualized applications 
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Industrial IoT
Virtualizing legacy control systems for an 
efficient, scalable, low-cost IIoT
By Brandon Lewis, Technology Editor

The irony of the Industrial Internet 

of Things (IIoT) is that it requires 

architectures that enable quick, in 

some cases real-time iteration and 

change from markets that often rely 

on industrial control systems (ICSs) 

that aren’t modified, upgraded, or 

replaced for years – even decades.

There are several factors that contribute 
to the long lifecycles of ICSs, among 
them the high availability, reliability, 
and redundancy requirements for 
safety- and mission-critical systems; an 
“if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it” mentality;  
and vendor lock-in. Concerning lock-in,  
industries such as telecom and network- 
ing have been using commercial off- 
the-shelf (COTS) hardware and software  
technology for years to mitigate its 
effects. While datacenter systems are 
typically not governed by strict con-
straints around jitter, determinism, and 
latency that could result in injury or 
death as in the industrial sector, innova-
tion and cost reductions in that sector 
are comparatively stratospheric, with 
software-defined networking (SDN) and 
network functions virtualization (NFV) 
being prime examples.

However, advances in virtualization tech-
nology are now emerging that provide a 
migration path from brownfield ICSs that 
rely largely on legacy ISA-95 or Purdue 
Enterprise Reference Architecture (PERA)  
models to intelligent IIoT system con-
structs. Jim Douglas, President of Wind 
River, explains.

“When you look at a factory floor you 
get systems strung together with serial 
cables that have been there for 30 years, 
so it’s really hard to get on that innova-
tion train,” Douglas says. “Whether it be 
a refinery or a batch manufacturing plant,  

http://industrialautomation.wikia.com/wiki/ISA-95
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/56c6/05704573a2f7c65fde824efe01a1b39a6d9a.pdf
https://www.windriver.com
http://www.industrial-embedded.com


example, we used a hypervisor on the platform – which is essentially real-time virtualiza-
tion – in order to run an RTOS like Wind River VxWorks and a GPOS such as Linux on the 
same multicore processor. Two cores are dedicated to running real-time deterministic 
control and the remaining two cores are dedicated to a standard Linux distribution. 

“When you talk about connectivity or industrial apps that provide commands to the 
real-time side to make it more optimized, you don’t want to consume precious real-
time resources. You want to do that in a very secure fashion on the same box with a 
standard interface between the real-time and non-real-time sides, such as the Open 
Platform Communications Unified Architecture (OPC-UA),” Gupta continues. “What’s 
interesting about this approach is, because it’s virtualized, whether you’re running 
that Linux distribution side-by side on a controller or on an industrial PC (IPC), from a 
technical point of view there is no difference. But what it allows you to do, in the case 
of a legacy control system that is already deployed, is put the entire Linux distribution 
with an app execution engine on an IPC next to the installed machine and get the 
same benefits. If you want to take your installed base and connect it to the Internet 
or run edge applications right next to the asset, we have a standalone Field Agent 
technology for brownfield cases (Figure 2). Because of this virtualization, we’re able 
to solve both cases.”

Gupta mentions that while the company invested heavily in ensuring that virtualized 
real-time functions still provide the determinism required to run the control applica-
tion, virtualized GPOS applications are now also integrating real-time market data 
from enterprise systems that advise the control layer. Two such examples are the use 
of weather forecasts in a waste water treatment plant that can be used to open or 
close flood gates in anticipation of upcoming weather events, as well as the synchro-
nization and optimization of connected turbines in a wind farm to increase efficiency. 
In short, the input provided could originate from any other device, cloud, or process 
previously inaccessible to a disconnected controller.

But cloud-like virtualization concepts have also begun to take hold on IIoT plant floors 
as industrial stakeholders realize the benefits of decoupling hardware from software, 
evident in the uptake of Wind River’s Titanium Control platform.

Titanium Control is an on-premise cloud infrastructure suite based on open source 
software such as OpenStack and the Linux Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM), as 
well as other standard building blocks and components that are tuned for real-time 
and low-latency performance on the order of 10 µs or less (Figure 3). These power 
a high-performance software switch that allows virtualized applications, control 
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to issue commands to the control layer 
of a connected system as any other real-
time input would. One such connected, 
“outcome-optimized” controller is GE’s 
Rx3i CPE400 controller, announced as 
part of the company’s Industrial Internet 
Control System (IICS) last year (Figure 1).

“Virtualization is already playing a very 
big role in the Rx3i CPE400 architec-
ture,” says Vibhoosh Gupta, leader of 
the Automation and Controls Industrial 
Automation product portfolio at GE. “For 

Figure 3  |  Wind River Titanium Control is based on open source virtualization 
technologies from the IT industry that have been enhanced with real-time extensions to 
lower cost and increase scalability in IIoT systems.

Figure 1  |  GE’s PACSystem Rx3i 
CPE400 is part of the company’s 
Industrial Internet Control System (IICS) 
and utilizes virtualization to offload and 
isolate general-purpose applications 
from resources executing real-time 
control tasks.

Figure 2  |  As part of GE’s Industrial 
Internet Control System (IICS), Field 
Agent technology provides a rugged, 
pre-configured solution for secure 
data collection, conveyance, and  
cloud-enabled analytics.

https://www.windriver.com/products/vxworks/
https://www.windriver.com/products/titanium-control/
http://www.geautomation.com/products/pacsystems-rx3i-controller
http://www.geautomation.com/industrial-internet-control-system-iics
http://www.geautomation.com/industrial-internet-control-system-iics
http://www.geautomation.com/
http://www.geautomation.com/
http://www.industrial-embedded.com
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Industrial IoT

Industrial storage and memory advance, OEM priorities remain the same
By Jamie Leland, Content Editor

Figure 1  |   Virtium’s StorFly self-encrypting drives (SEDs) allow OEMs 
and system designers to add advanced encryption technology without 
burdening the host with complex key exchange software.

Embedded systems and devices must first and foremost support 
the sometimes-rigid requirements of target applications – including 
factory automation equipment prone to frequent shock and vibration 
or control units deployed in harsh-temperature environments. 

According to Scott Phillips, Vice President of Marketing at Virtium, 
industrial-grade storage and memory solutions must be designed 
specifically for extreme conditions to maintain high reliability; meet 
the specific read/write patterns of the target application to main-
tain endurance; support robust security features to protect data 
(Figure 1); and provide rich device health reporting through remote 
alerts, diagnostics, and tools.

Phillips explains that consumer storage is typically designed around 
an assumption of 70 percent read and 30 percent write, where 
most data stored is not accessed very frequently. Meanwhile, in 
industrial storage, the assumption is practically reversed – closer 

to 30 percent read and 70 percent write – with most data refreshed 
frequently. These industrial embedded devices are deployed at the 
edge and capture data on sensors, machine usage, transactions, 
and more, with data ingest ranging from small data dumps and text 
strings to massive feeds.

“Storage capacity in the industrial embedded market entails a much 
wider capacity range – from single-digit gigabytes to terabytes. This 
is because it is important to provide the correct storage capacity to 
match the purpose of the device and store data that matters. These 
capacities impact both cost and design in terms of power consump-
tion and performance,” Phillips says. “For example, jet engines and 
in-flight monitoring generate terabytes of data each flight. For those 
applications, capacity requirements are huge and need to be scalable.”

Accommodating this wide range of requirements is likely what 
will shape the next generation of industrial storage. According to 
Phillips, in addition to improved capacity, future products will likely 
be “smart storage solutions” that can perform preliminary analytics 
at the edge, allowing devices to determine what to discard, what to 
retain, and what to move to the datacenter. But while the develop-
ment of larger storage capacity and smarter, more integrated solu-
tions is inevitable,  reliability and endurance will ultimately remain 
the top priority for OEMs. 

“Storage – and to an extent memory – will be fully integrated into 
system-on-chip (SoC) designs and multi-function, multi-chip solu-
tions that will supplant traditional drive and module solutions. By this 
time, the bit volume of storage and memory will have grown expo-
nentially and will be integrated into everything,” says Phillips. “More 
advanced software solutions will be needed to effectively manage 
the reliability and endurance of mainstream storage technology to 
enable reliable  functionality under the most extreme  application  
and environmental conditions.”

functions, workloads, data, and eventually entire ICSs to be transported from server 
to server based on resource requirements, availability, or utilization – all on top of 
generic compute hardware with determinism afforded via real-time service buses such 
as Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN) or other Ethernet variants.

Today, Titanium Control is being leveraged in industrial segments alongside physical 
control devices to provide layers of redundancy as a virtual failover instead of additional 
hardware. Thanks to its performance, it has also been used in plant-wide simulation 
where its capacity to spin up virtualized “digital twins” enables near-real-time modeling.

Outside of the platform’s inherent advantages in terms of overall cost reduction, 
future proofing on generic hardware, reduced installation complexity, software scal-
ability, and flexibility over traditional implementations, Gareth Noyes, Chief Strategy 
Officer at Wind River believes that such cloud-like virtualization can also afford longer 
term benefits during the IIoT transformation.

“What can we achieve if we enable this real-time virtual-ization control system?” 
Noyes asks. “One is you can start extending control loops beyond physical devices. 

Today you typically have a controller that 
may reside on a robot or a motor, but 
when that control function is virtualized 
you can run many of them in a single 
server and start consolidating your con-
trol infrastructure on the factory floor. 
So you could envisage having a cabinet 
on your factory floor based on TSN or 
standard Ethernet where all your control 
systems reside.

“Once you start aggregating control 
loops on a single virtual platform you 
can extract contextual data from mul-
tiple control loops and start optimizing 
your overall system processes versus 
individual control loops,” Noyes con-
tinues. “You’re going to want to expose 
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vision of such a platform for the IIoT edge that leverages insights from the Predix ana-
lytics suite but also provides on-site data aggregation, storage, analysis, visualization, 
and control for industrial systems and applications. 

A software development kit (SDK) that allows GE customers, original equipment man-
ufacturers (OEMs), and partners to create their own applications for use with the IICS 
or Predix is currently under development, and scheduled to complete by the end of 
this year. 

“We are working to make sure that we have an app store customers can use to create, 
house, and deliver those applications to thousands of edge device controllers in the 
field,” Gupta concludes.   IES
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data from those multiple control loops 
and as many use cases as possible into 
a large artificial intelligence (AI) learning 
loop, which will likely be cloud-based or 
on the factory floor. This is the concept 
of having two different loops: one doing 
edge control and your inference model, 
and the top one doing your training or 
learning loop. 

“Today you can look at a piece of equip-
ment and physically see the controller 
that’s performing the control task. In the 
future that will be abstracted away in 
a virtual control system, so having very 
good tools that give you visibility into 
system performance or insights into fail-
ures or system usage is very important,” 
he adds.

Outcome-based platforms from 
edge to cloud
A final key to virtualizing ICSs and other 
IIoT infrastructure is the insight it affords 
at various layers of the information tech-
nology (IT) and operational technology 
(OT) convergence. For industrial orga-
nizations, for instance, not only can this  
be advantageous in allowing them to 
deploy infrastructure and resources where  
it best suits their goals, it also provides 
the opportunity to visualize and act 
upon analytics where, when, and how 
they will be most impactful.

On this subject, Gupta recognizes that 
“only one percent of data being col-
lected is actually being used to deliver 
any outcomes today,” meaning “data 
collection is not the problem.”

“The connected controller is just one 
piece of the equation,” Gupta says. 
“The second piece, and the most dif-
ferentiating piece of the equation, is to 
create a platform where the producer 
of intellectual property (IP) can actually 
share value with industrial customers 
around the world in a much more seam-
less way.”

This is the concept of an industrial “app  
marketplace” that GE has promoted in 
the industrial space through its cloud-
based Predix platform. Now, the afore-
mentioned IICS represents the company’s  

https://www.ge.com/digital/predix
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3. Create algorithms for use in embedded systems, business applications, and 
other services 

Today, software analysis and modeling tools such as MATLAB have been enhanced 
with new capabilities for working with big data. This enables engineers and scientists 
who have the domain knowledge and experience to make design and business deci-
sions with this data; engineers and scientists can then conveniently access this data no 
matter the location and easily work with it using familiar syntax and functions.

Let’s look at an actual example of how engineers are using big data. Engineers at 
Baker Hughes, a provider of services to oil and gas operators, needed to develop a 
predictive maintenance system to reduce pump equipment costs and downtime on 
their oil and gas extraction trucks. If a truck at an active site has a pump failure, Baker 
Hughes must immediately replace the truck to ensure continuous operation. Sending 
spare trucks to each site costs the company tens of millions of dollars in revenue that 
could be generated elsewhere if they were in active use at another site. The inability to 
accurately predict when valves and pumps will require maintenance underpins other 
costs. Too-frequent maintenance wastes effort and results in parts being replaced 
when they are still usable, while too-infrequent maintenance risks damaging pumps 
beyond repair.

Terabytes of data were collected from the oil and gas extraction trucks and this data 
was used to develop an application that predicts when equipment needs maintenance 
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Industrial IoT
Big data for engineers and scientists
By Dave Oswill

Working with big data is fast 

becoming a key step in the process of 

scientific discovery and engineering. 

This is happening as technologies such 

as smart sensors and the Internet of 

Things (IoT) are enabling vast amounts 

of detailed data to be collected from 

scientific instruments, manufacturing 

systems, connected cars, and aircraft.

There is significant value to this data 
as it may show important physical phe-
nomena or provide information on the 
operating environment, efficiency, and 
health of a system. With the proper 
tools and techniques, this data can be 
used to make rapid scientific discov-
eries and develop and incorporate more 
intelligence into your products, services, 
and manufacturing processes. This can 
differentiate your company with better 
performing products or services, as 
well as help in conforming to regulatory 
requirements (as in the case of meeting 
engine fuel efficiency standards or pro-
viding assisted driving capabilities.)

Gaining access and actually working with 
the data may sound like an intriguing, 
yet daunting task. Because of the value 
and size of this data, it is commonly 
stored and managed in large file shares, 
databases, or big data systems such as 
Hadoop or Spark. Not too long ago, 
in order to apply advanced techniques 
such as machine learning to large sets 
of data, computer scientists with experi-
ence in IT systems would work alongside 
engineering and scientific experts. This 
team would jointly support a workflow 
that includes:

1. Access big data in files, database, 
or in the Hadoop Distributed File 
System (HDFS) 

2. Explore, process, and analyze 
this data on specialized compute 
clusters

http://www.industrial-embedded.com


Hadoop
Hadoop is a system for storing and 
 processing big data sets based upon 
distributed computing and storage 
principles. It is comprised of two major 
subsystems that coexist on a cluster of 
compute servers:

 › HDFS: A large, failure-resistant file 
system referred to as the Hadoop 
Distributed File System.

 › YARN: Manages applications that 
run on Hadoop, including batch 
processing frameworks such as 
MapReduce and Spark, and SQL 
interfaces such as Hive and Impala. 

To efficiently capture the benefits of big 
data, engineers and scientists need a 
scalable tool, such as MATLAB, to pro-
vide access to a wide variety of systems 
and formats used to store and manage 
data (Figure 1). This is especially impor-
tant in cases where more than one type of 
system and format may be in use. Sensor 
or image data stored in files on a shared 
drive may need to be combined with 
metadata stored in a database; in the 
case of Baker Hughes, data of many dif-
ferent formats must be used together in 
order to understand the behavior of the 
system and develop a predictive model.

The ability to work with big data is fast 
becoming an important aspect of scien-
tific discovery and engineering. These 
data sets have invaluable data within 
them, providing the means to differen-
tiate your products and services. As a sci-
entist or engineer, you have the domain 
knowledge and experience to make 
design and business decisions with this 
data, but may require a software analysis 
and modeling tool that is easy to work 
with. Using tools such as MATLAB offers 
scalability and efficiency, while providing 
your company with a competitive advan-
tage in the global marketplace.

Analyzing, processing, and 
creating models
There is a wealth of information and 
value contained in the enormous sets 
of data collected from smart sensors 
embedded in items such as measuring 
instruments, manufacturing equipment, 
medical devices, connected cars, aircraft, 
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or replacement. MATLAB provided the engineers at Baker Hughes the functionality 
needed for developing predictive models and combining multiple kinds of data, 
including sensor data from a proprietary file format, into one analysis application.

Accessing large sets of data
The first challenge in working with big data is determining how to access large data 
sets as they come in many different forms and are stored in various types of systems.

Files
Many big engineering and scientific data sets consist of a large number of small or 
medium sized files, although files are becoming increasingly large and won’t fit into 
the memory of a single computer. These files typically reside within one or more 
directories on a shared drive and may consist of delimited text, spreadsheets, images, 
videos, and various proprietary formats.

Databases
There are a wide range of database types that are used to store and manage big sets 
of data: 

 › Relational (SQL): Widely used for business applications, popular among IT 
developers.

 › Data Warehouse: Based upon relational (SQL) databases, houses business-critical 
data and provides analytical capabilities and fast access for business-critical 
applications.

 › NoSQL: Optimized for data that doesn’t fit into relational databases.
 › Data Historians: Optimized for time-based, production, and process data that is 

commonly collected from industrial equipment.
 › IoT Data Aggregators: Typically includes cloud-based services for aggregating 

time series data from connected sensors and devices. These services are typically 
accessed via web service calls.

Figure 1  |  Access a wide range of big data.
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Let’s look at some of the capabilities that can help you easily explore and understand 
data, even if it is too big to fit into the memory of your desktop workstation. 

Visualization
Summary visualizations, such as the binScatterPlot shown in Figure 2, provide a way to 
easily view patterns and quickly gain insights within large datasets. The  binScatterPlot 
highlights areas of greater concentrations of datapoints, with changes in color inten-
sity. Using a slider control to adjust color intensity lets you interactively explore large 
datasets to rapidly gain insights.

Data cleansing
All data contains outliers or bad and missing entries. This data needs to be removed 
or replaced before you are able to properly understand or interpret data. Having a 
way to programmatically clean this data provides a method to manage new data as 
it’s collected and stored (Figure 3).

Data reduction
The large number of signals collected from your systems can make it difficult to find 
important trends and behaviors in your data. Much of the data may not be correlated 
with the behavior you are looking to predict or model. Being able to calculate cor-
relations across your data, as well as utilizing techniques such as Principal Component 
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Industrial IoT
and power generation equipment. From 
this data, models can be generated that 
not only describe physical phenomenon, 
but also utilize predictive models to make 
decisions on when to optimally perform  
maintenance on expensive equipment  
(such as aircraft), thereby saving money  
on unnecessary maintenance or un- 
planned downtime. These models can 
be used to forecast when to optimally 
turn on expensive power generation 
plants and can be embedded into med-
ical devices or vehicles to increase their  
efficacy and performance.

As you probably realize, these models 
can differentiate your products and 
services from those of competitors. 
But as with any system, especially one 
operating in the real world, the data col-
lected from these systems and devices is 
far from perfect. There can be external 
influences on the data that need to be 
understood before an effective model 
can be created.

As a scientist or engineer, you have 
the domain expertise and knowledge 
needed to decipher data. You may 
require a software analysis and modeling 
tool though that enables you to identify 
trends in your data, clean and correct 
dirty data, and provide the algorithms 
needed to determine the most influen-
tial signals in large datasets to imple-
ment a practical model.

Exploration and processing of 
large sets of data
Before creating a model or theory from 
your data, it’s important to understand 
what is in your data, as it may have a 
major impact on your final result.

 › Slow-moving trends or infrequent 
events spread across your data that 
are important to take into account 
in your theory or model.

 › Bad or missing data that needs 
to be cleaned before a valid model 
or theory can be established.

 › Deriving additional information 
for use in later analysis and model 
creation.

 › Finding the data that is most 
relevant for your theory or model.

Figure 2  |   binScatterPlot in MATLAB.

Figure 3  |   Example of filtering big data with MATLAB.

idx = tt.TripDurationMinutes <= .5 |  ...
 tt.TripDurationMinutes >= 60 * 4 |  ...
 tt.TripDistance <= .25 | ... 
 tt.TripDistance >= 1000 |  ...
 tt.Fare <= 0 | ...
 tt.Fare > 1000 | ...
 any(ismissing(tt),2);

% Filter out trips with ...
% ... really short times
% ... unfeasibly long times
% ... really short distances
% ... unfeasibly long distances
% ... negative fares
% ... unfeasibly large fares
% ... missing data
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Analysis, allows you to reduce your data to only those signals that most influence 
the behavior you are modeling. By reducing the number of inputs to your model, 
you create a more compact model and require less processing when the model is 
embedded into your product or integrated within a service application.

Data processing at scale
As an engineer or scientist, you may find that you are most efficient when working on 
your local desktop workstation using tools you are familiar with. However, to be effi-
cient when working with big data requires a software analysis and modeling tool that 
not only works with large sets of data on your desktop workstation, but also allows you 
to use your analysis pipeline or algorithms on an enterprise class. The ability to move 
between systems without changing your code greatly increases efficiency.

Creating models
Assume you have collected months or even years’ worth of data. What is it that is so 
valuable in this data? In the case of Baker Hughes, information from temperature, 
pressure, vibration, and other sensors was collected over the lifetimes of many pumps. 
This data was analyzed to determine which signals in the data had the strongest influ-
ence on equipment wear and tear. This step included performing Fourier transforms 
and spectral analysis, as well as filtering out large disturbances to better detect the 
smaller vibrations of the valves and valve seats.

The engineers discovered that data captured from pressure, vibration, and timing 
sensors allowed them to accurately predict machine failures. To create the models 
eventually used to predict actual failures from these large sets of data, machine 
learning was used. Machine learning is commonly used in these situations due to the 
large number of observations (samples) and the possibility of many variables (sensor 
readings/machine data) being present in the data.

Machine learning techniques use computational methods to “learn” information 
directly from data without relying on a predetermined equation as a model. It turns 
out this ability to train models using the data itself opens up a broad spectrum of 
use cases for predictive modeling – such as predictive health for complex machinery 
and systems, physical and natural behaviors, energy load forecasting, and financial 
credit scoring.

Machine learning is broadly divided into two types of learning methods, supervised 
and unsupervised learning, each containing several algorithms tailored for different 
problems (Figure 4).

Figure 4  |   The two types of machine learning methods provide different algorithms 
tailored for different problems.

MACHINE LEARNING

CLUSTERING

CLASSIFICATION

RECESSION

UNSUPERVISED
LEARNING

Group and interpret
data based only

on input data

SUPERVISED
LEARNING

Develop predictive
model based on both
input and output data

% Filter out trips with ...
% ... really short times
% ... unfeasibly long times
% ... really short distances
% ... unfeasibly long distances
% ... negative fares
% ... unfeasibly large fares
% ... missing data
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for local processing or for reducing the amount of data sent to a centralized  
analytics platform. 

 › Connected Cars: Large amounts of real-world driving data is used to 
develop and implement algorithms for use within embedded systems to support 
driver-assist and self-driving capabilities. 

 › Manufacturing and Engineering Operations: Sensors on machinery are providing 
up-to-the-second information on the health and operation of refining, energy 
production, and manufacturing systems. This data is used to optimize the 
operation, yields, and uptime of these systems and requires integration as part 
of an enterprise IT application.

 › Design and Reliability Engineering: Data is being captured from aircraft 
under test and real-world flight conditions and from mobile and medical devices. 
This data is being used by engineering and operations groups to improve the 
reliability, performance, and capabilities of these devices and systems.

 
Big data has the potential to greatly enhance your products, services and opera-
tions. But you need a software analysis and modeling tool that allows you to explore, 
process, and create models with big data using a familiar syntax and functions, while 
also providing the ability to integrate these models and insights directly into your 
products, systems, or operations. Having tools like MATLAB that provide scalability 
and efficiency will enable you as a domain expert to be a data scientist while giving 
your company a competitive advantage in the global marketplace.

Scientists, engineers, and IT
As discussed, various systems are used to store, manage, and process big data. By 
working closely with your IT team and utilizing a tool such as MATLAB, you can create 
a workflow that is familiar, enabling you to easily and efficiently work while gaining 
insight from a vast collection of data.

IT managers and solution architects can use modeling tools such as MATLAB to enable 
the scientists and engineers in their organizations to develop algorithms and models 
for smarter and differentiated products and services. Simultaneously, you are also 
enabling your organization to rapidly incorporate these algorithms and models into 
your products and services by leveraging production-ready application servers and 
code generation capabilities that are found in these tools.

The combination of a knowledgeable domain expert who has been enabled to be 
an effective data scientist, along with an IT team capable of rapidly incorporating 
their work into the services and operations of their organization makes for a signifi-
cant competitive advantage when offering the products and services that customers 
are demanding.       IES

Dave Oswill is a MATLAB product manager at MathWorks.

MathWorks, Inc. • www.mathworks.com • @MATLAB
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/the-mathworks_2

Facebook: www.facebook.com/MATLAB • Google+: plus.google.com/+matlab
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Supervised learning
Supervised learning is a type of machine 
learning that uses a training dataset that 
maps input data to previously known 
response values (Figure 5). From this 
training dataset, the supervised learning 
algorithm seeks to build a model that 
can make predictions of the response 
values for a new dataset. Using this tech- 
nique with large training datasets often 
yields models with high predictive power,  
which can generalize well for new data-
sets. Supervised learning includes two 
categories of algorithms:

 › Classification: For response 
values where the data can be 
separated into individual “classes.”

 › Regression: For prediction when 
continuous response values are 
desired.

Unsupervised learning
Unsupervised learning is a type of machine  
learning used to draw inferences from 
datasets with input data that does not 
map to a known output response.

 › Cluster Analysis: Common 
unsupervised learning method that 
is used to find hidden patterns or 
groupings in data.

 
Using models
To truly take advantage of the value of 
big data, you must be able to incorpo-
rate the models and insight gained from 
the data into your products, services, or 
operations. 

A direct path from development to the 
integration of an algorithm or predictive 
model into a device, vehicle, IT system, 
or web-based service allows you to 
better adapt to changing environmental 
or business conditions and to address 
market needs more effectively.

There are numerous applications for 
which analytics and predictive models 
are being developed by engineers and 
scientists; these applications dictate 
whether you need to integrate your 
model with an enterprise IT application, 
use it as part of an IoT system, or incor-
porate it within an embedded system  

Industrial IoT

Figure 5  |   The three key elements of any supervised machine learning development.

Get Started with Supervised Machine Learning
• Select features: Reduce variables or calculate new variables.

• Specify training and validation data: Split your data.

• Assess the results: Obtain measures of accuracy.

https://twitter.com/MATLAB
http://www.linkedin.com/company/the-mathworks_2
http://www.facebook.com/MATLAB
https://plus.google.com/+matlab
http://www.mathworks.com
http://www.industrial-embedded.com
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  Industrial Networking 

to continue to advance in industrial settings, a solution that ensures interoperability 
within these networks is crucial. 

New capabilities and opportunities across industrial settings bring a need for stream-
lined operational and manufacturing models. As awareness surrounding IoT standards 
continues to grow, industry stakeholders are being drawn to the necessity of inter-
operable network infrastructure built on Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN). 

TSN is an IEEE standard that solves time-critical communications and data processing 
tasks through a robust Ethernet/IP-based technology that reduces communications 
latency and ultimately provides a foundation for more advanced manufacturing based 
on data that can be flexibly shared between layers of a control system. Its value is 
derived from simplifying the convergence of operational technology (OT) and infor-
mation technology (IT) networks, as TSN can provide precision timing for industrial 
applications alongside interoperability with enterprise systems to unlock the IIoT 
promise of improved operations driven by big data analytics.

For the IIoT, TSN will form the foundation for interoperable ecosystems comprised 
of multiple manufacturers, protocols, and organizations that are all able to share the 
same network infrastructure and thereby improve productivity and resiliency. 

By Todd Walter and Tom Weingartner

Industrial networks have long 

been plagued by interoperability 

issues stemming from a mix of 

proprietary communications 

technologies, even within single 

families of standards such as Ethernet. 

If not rectified, this incompatibility 

will slow the adoption of Industrial 

Internet of Things (IIoT) rollouts that 

must be able to communicate across 

layers of network infrastructure to 

be effective.

In January 2017, National Instruments 

(NI) opened the NI Industrial Internet of 

Things (IIoT) Lab at their headquarters 

in Austin, TX to evaluate the ability 

of Time-Sensive Networking (TSN) 

technology in solving these issues. 

Supported by industry organization 

Avnu Alliance, TSN is now positioned 

as the common infrastructure solution 

for next-generation networks that 

provides both a migration path for 

legacy systems and the opportunity 

for new IIoT use cases based on 

big data analytics operating in 

the enterprise.

In the IIoT space, communications proto- 
cols, controller hardware, I/O components,  
processing elements, and software plat-
forms are combined to validate end-
to-end solutions that will dramatically 
change the way businesses operate. How- 
ever, as the IIoT grows, manufacturers  
are challenged with automation and 
control systems that are now burdened 
with trying to connect an increasing 
number of pieces and parts. If the IoT is 

Departing from proprietary Ethernet 
and exploiting Industrial IoT value with  
Time-Sensitive Networking 

http://www.industrial-embedded.com
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Industrial Networking     
The need to migrate from proprietary 
industrial networks
Ethernet-based technologies gained 
popularity over time as a way to leverage  
advances in processing, communications,  
software, and system design originating 
in the consumer world. 

Unfortunately, the limitations of stan-
dard Ethernet also resulted in tech-
nology fragmentation as variants of 
the technology were created to meet 
the real-time requirements of measure-
ment and control applications. These 
variants often included modifications to 
hardware and structural components of 
the Ethernet stack to guarantee perfor-
mance, minimize latency, and eliminate 
packet loss, but in doing so sacrificed 
interoperability with standard Ethernet 
and thus became much more difficult 
to access across networks – if at all. In 
addition, certain modifications pre-
vented systems from evolving with cur-
rent Ethernet standards, limiting their 
bandwidth capacity over time. 

Many of the control systems and appli-
cations in today’s factory automation, 
power generation and distribution, and 
oil and gas sectors, among others, are 
based on such non-standard Ethernet 
technology.

Unlike the proprietary modified variants 
of Ethernet, TSN and related efforts such 
as the IETF’s Deterministic Networking 
(DetNet) initiative provide mechanisms 
to extend these systems and applica-
tions based on a standard that facili-
tates OT/IT convergence on a common 
physical network. TSN, for instance, has 
the potential of integrating with existing 
applications as well as standard IT traffic, 
providing a migration path for legacy 
industrial equipment transitioning to 
the IIoT.

IIoT technologies, solutions, and systems  
architectures based on TSN must be 
vetted against real-world challenges 
before they can be deployed in industry 
settings. In light of this, NI’s IIoT lab 
in Austin, TX houses the Industrial 
Internet Consortium (IIC) TSN – Flexible 
Manufacturing Testbed (also known 

Figure 1  |  Overview of the TSN Testbed architecture. Source: Industrial Internet 
Consortium.

simply as the TSN Testbed), which serves as both a working showcase and interoper-
ability testing center for TSN technology[1].

The TSN Testbed 
The TSN Testbed was developed with two major goals: to show TSN’s market 
 readiness and illustrate the business value of TSN adoption (Figure 1). IIC member 
participants in the TSN Testbed include Analog Devices, Belden/Hischmann, Bosch 
Rexroth, B&R, Cisco, Hilscher, Intel, KUKA, National Instruments, OPC Foundation, 
Renesas Electronics, Schneider Electric, SICK, TTTech, and Xilinx – many of whom are 
also members of the Avnu Alliance and all of whom recognize the value in creating an 
ecosystem around TSN standards to bring high-performance, low-latency communica-
tions to manufacturing applications. 

The work coming out of the TSN Testbed is already having a direct impact on sup-
pliers and manufacturers, as it can be used to demonstrate the viability of real-world 
solutions. For example, two large-scale robotics and automation control suppliers are 
currently using the Testbed to evaluate how TSN technology can increase interop-
erability between their systems. The test case involves coordination and control of 
programmable logic controllers (PLCs) and monitoring sensor data passing between 
the PLCs and robotics platforms. This requires high levels of determinism and synchro-
nization to facilitate commands between the sensors, PLCs, and other devices on the 
network within strict time schedules. Without TSN, these suppliers would be forced 
to perform such communications using proprietary networking technologies that may 
not interoperate and contribute to vendor lock in.

The majority of existing projects in the TSN Testbed are scheduled for completion 
this year and will be formally adopted into the TSN standard, while several TSN sub 
standards are also under development. Intel silicon and drivers, National Instruments 
controllers, and network switches from Cisco and TTTech are among the industrial 
TSN products already available to customers, with several more scheduled to launch 
in 2017.
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TSN and Avnu Alliance: Why now?
In 2015, Avnu Alliance member General 
Electric (GE) predicted that investment 
in the IIoT is expected to top $60 tril-
lion by 2030. This means that the need 
for interoperability between devices and 
subsystems on the network will only con-
tinue to grow. 

As a key collaborator in the TSN 
Testbed, sponsor of the IIoT Lab, and 
the independent certification body 
for conformance and interoperability 
of TSN and related standards, Avnu 
Alliance is invested in the continued 
advancement of Ethernet through TSN 
technology. To support TSN rollouts 
across various vertical markets, Avnu 
Alliance helps develop and dissemi-
nate open source software, hardware 
reference designs, and test plans that 
verify the correct implementation and 
operation of TSN-enabled products. 
These efforts ensure that the under-
lying mechanisms of a common TSN 
infrastructure platform meet industry 
requirements, allowing vested interests 
from the industrial sector to build out 
device connectivity and onramp new 
business opportunities. 

The industrial segment of Avnu Alliance 
includes member companies from 
across the entire ecosystem and supply 
chain, including IT vendors, silicon 
providers, and industrial suppliers, all 
working together to create an interop-
erable ecosystem of low-latency, time- 
synchronized, highly reliable networked 
devices. Avnu Alliance also coordinates 
with organizations such as the IEC, IEEE, 
IETF, ODVA, OPC Foundation, and IIC 
to ensure that multiple protocols and 
manufacturers are able to coexist on the 
common foundation of TSN networks.

As the TSN standard matures and the 
technology is deployed into the IIoT 
market, Avnu Alliance certification pro-
cesses will continue to evolve to support 
forwards and backwards compatibility. 
This is the foundation for future-proofing 
investments and proving out cost ben-
efits to end users of next-generation IIoT 
networks and the nearly limitless poten-
tial they will provide.    IES

Todd Walter is Chief Marketing Manager at National Instruments and Industrial 
Segment Chair for Avnu Alliance.

Tom Weingartner is Marketing Director for Deterministic Ethernet 
and IIoT Communication Technology at Analog Devices and an Avnu Alliance 
member. 

Avnu Alliance • www.avnu.org

References:
1. “Time Sensitive Networking (TSN) Testbed.” Time-Sensitive Networking Testbed | 

Industrial Internet Consortium. Accessed March 29, 2017. www.iiconsortium.org/ 
time-sensitive-networks.htm.
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Combining mechanical components with HIL technology
To overcome the difficulty of modeling highly non-linear, fast system dynamics, 
 engineers can combine many mechanical components with HIL technology. This com-
bination provides the benefit of being able to test all possible high-risk boundary 
conditions in the relative safety of a lab environment, as well as the ability to validate 
mechanical system performance under dynamic conditions earlier than is possible by 
outfitting a production vehicle with instrumentation. With such a system in the lab, 
each test can be repeated for various software versions or even entire vehicles under 
the exact same conditions.

With these highly-dynamic mechatronic test benches, automotive original equipment 
manufacturers (OEMs) can test everything from a single electronic control unit (ECU) 
to entire vehicle systems while keeping high-risk road tests to a minimum. This means 
that manufacturers can efficiently test and optimize the behavior of a new system 
early in the development cycle, and, more specifically, that controller and functional 
software can be tested before vehicle integration – a step that typically occurs at the 
end of the development process.

Early testing is made possible by completely simulating real environments in which 
an ECU would operate. Open models are used to simulate the whole development 
process, from functional design to ECU testing, and any component (i.e. engines, 
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ATE and Data Acquisition
Mechatronic test benches − 
Growing trend for validating control systems
By Jace Allen

To validate complex vehicle control 

systems the mechanical components 

must be put to the test, which can 

be a time-consuming and expensive 

process. As automotive manufacturers 

look for more efficient solutions, there 

is a growing trend towards utilizing 

mechatronic test benches. Hardware-in-

the-loop (HIL) technology has become 

the main backbone of engineering 

processes used to develop and test 

mechatronics. 

To test mechatronics, engineers typically 
develop mathematical models that rep-
resent the mechanical components of a 
system under development. This is very 
cost effective and can be implemented 
significantly ahead of the mechanical 
systems or vehicles becoming available.

As system complexity has grown, how-
ever, mathematical models representing 
these systems have also become increas-
ingly complex. Additionally, the system 
dynamics represented by the mathemat-
ical models can be very time consuming 
to compute. 

While a slightly lower fidelity models 
may work in many cases, in complex 
safety-critical systems such as steering 
systems these models may not meet 
all of the development task objectives 
that engineering teams need to accom-
plish. Additionally, as more software 
is incorporated into modern electric 
power steering systems − particularly 
for advanced driver assistance systems 
(ADAS) and highly automated driving 
technologies − to support servomotors 
and driver-assistance functions, making 
these safety-critical vehicle components 
more complex. As a result, the scope 
and depth of testing requirements is also  
increased. 

http://www.industrial-embedded.com


and measure units under test. Some of the typical mechatronic test benches that 
incorporate HIL technology include:

 › Steering systems, such as:
• Electric power steering
• Superposition steering
• Controlled electric pumps (e.g., fuel and hydraulic)

 › Brake boosters
 › 3-D motion platforms for vehicle dynamics control systems
 › Mechanical loads for real pump motors
 › Mechatronic ECUs with integrated sensors and actuators, such as:

• Gear control units with integrated speed sensors
• Parking brake ECUs with integrated inclination sensors
•  Electronic stability programs (ESPs) with integrated rotation rate and 

acceleration sensors
• Pedal actuation for testing electric brake boosters
• Force feedback control in driving simulator applications

Test benches are also used for smaller applications, such as seat controls, fans, belt 
tensioners and electric tank caps.

“We are not afraid of the level of complexity that is associated with an application,” 
said Matthias Deter, Engineering Group Manager, dSPACE. “We work closely with our 
customers to meet and understand their specific requirements in detail. The custom-
er’s requirements go directly into the concept of the test bench so that a customized, 
optimal solution is always the result.”     IES

Jace Allen is Lead Technical Specialist for Simulation & Test Systems at dSPACE Inc.

dSPACE Inc.
www.dspace.com

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company-beta/400502
YouTube: www.youtube.com/dspacecom

References:
1. “DSPACE.” DSPACE Magazine - dSPACE. Accessed January 16, 2017.  

www.dspace.com/en/ltd/home/medien/dspace_news.cfm.
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vehicle dynamics, electric components, 
drivetrains, traffic sensors, etc.) can be 
modeled and combined to build an 
entire virtual vehicle for testing in a sim-
ulated environment.  On the test bench, 
these models are used in combination 
with real controllers and real mechanical 
components in an HIL environment to 
run simulated experiments and observe 
component and system behaviors.

Simulating an electric power steering 
system on a test bench
Porsche is an example of an OEM that 
recently developed and validated an 
electric power steering system using a 
mechatronic test bench that included a 
HIL simulation system[1]. Seeking a more 
efficient way to manage its testing activi-
ties, the sports car manufacturer recog-
nized that a mechatronic test bench was a 
viable solution for them as it could easily 
and accurately extend and reproduce 
tests, improving the overall efficiency  
of its testing processes. 

Actuators are incorporated into Porsche’s  
test bench to mechanically stimulate the 
steering system, which makes it possible 
to test system behavior almost exactly 
as you would when test driving a real 
vehicle prototype. This enables Porsche 
to test new functions early on to identify 
important parameters and assess the 
limits of vehicle dynamics without risk.

By bringing part of its steering system 
testing into the laboratory, Porsche was 
able to achieve development efficien-
cies, says Anton Uselmann of Dr. h. c. F. 
Porsche AG at the Weissach Develop-
ment Center in Weissach, Germany.

“Because it is highly dynamic, the 
mech a tronic test rig from dSPACE is 
an important development tool for us 
that perfectly integrates into the highly 
demanding Porsche steering system 
development,” Uselmann said.

Common applications for mechatronic 
test benches
Mechatronic test benches are commonly 
used to test and develop functions, 
automate software releases, examine 
error-case behavior, validate concepts, 
complete mechanical endurance tests, 

Figure 1  |  Setup and technical data of the Porsche steering system test bench
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FEATURES

ĄĄ In business nearly two decades.

ĄĄ 100% focus and dedication for the industrial 
embedded market.

ĄĄ Fully integrated hardware, firmware and software 
supported by industry’s strongest application 
engineering team.

ĄĄ Made in the USA following strict ISO processes.

ĄĄ Long and successful track record of servicing Tier-1 
Industrial OEMs.

ĄĄ Leading innovator in small-form-factor, high-capacity, 
high-density, high-reliability designs.

ĄĄ Broad product portfolio from latest technology to 
legacy designs.

ĄĄ High service level unmatched by competition.

ĄĄ Strategic supply continuity through partnerships with 
leading technology suppliers.

ĄĄ Long-term direct relationships with leading suppliers 
ensure on-time priority allocations and longer 
availability.

ĄĄ Worldwide Sales and FAE support and industry 
distribution.

Virtium manufactures solid state storage and memory for the 
world’s top industrial embedded OEM customers. We design, 
build and support our products in the USA, and provide a 
dedicated software team for custom storage solutions – all 
fortified by a network of global locations.

Our mission is to develop the most reliable storage and 
memory solutions with the greatest performance, consis-
tency and longest product availability.

Industry Solutions include: Communications, Networking, 
Energy, Transportation, Industrial Automation, Medical 
and Video/Signage.

SSD Advantages include: SATA, PCIe, USB and legacy CF 
and PATA solutions in all popular formats and capacities.

SSD classes include:

   •  Good (MLC) at *1X endurance – 3-year warranty
   •  Better (iMLC) at *7X endurance – 5-year warranty
   •  Best (SLC) at *30X endurance – 5-year warranty

   * Endurance Baseline = one entire drive write per day (DWPD) 
    for the entire warranty period.

Virtium‘s new vtView SSD Software is tailored for the 
industrial-embedded market and enables designers to 
analyze, quality and monitor SSDs to improve reliability 
and longevity.

Memory Advantages include: lowest profile in the market, 
monolithic components, first-to-market highest capacity 
Mini-DIMMs, 100% industrial-temperature-tested at -45 
degrees to 85 degrees Centigrade; built with server-grade 
components, conformal coating and under-filled heat sinks.

Industrial-Embedded Solid State Storage 
and Memory

Virtium
www.virtium.com

 sales@virtium.com  949-888-2444
 www.linkedin.com/company/virtium  @virtium

Industrial

industrial.embedded-computing.com/p373487
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Solid State Storage and Memory
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The mPCIe-ICM Series isolated serial communication cards measure just 30 x 51 
mm and feature a selection of 4 or 2 ports of isolated RS232/422/485 serial 
communications. 1.5kV isolation is provided port-to-computer and 500V isolation 
port-to-port on ALL signals at the I/O connectors. The mPCIe-ICM cards have been 
designed for use in harsh and rugged environments such as military and defense 
along with applications such as health and medical, point of sale systems, kiosk 
design, retail, hospitality, automation, and gaming.
The RS232 ports provided by the card are 100% compatible with every other 
industry-standard serial COM device, supporting TX, RX, RTS, and CTS. The card 
provides ±15kV ESD protection on all signal pins to protect against costly dam-
age to sensitive electronic devices due to electrostatic discharge. In addition, they 
provide Tru-Iso™ port-to-port and port-to-PC isolation. The serial ports on the device 
are accessed using a low-profile, latching, 5-pin Hirose connector. Optional breakout 
cables are available, and bring each port connection to a panel-mountable DB9-M 
with an industry compatible RS232 pin-out.
The mPCIe-ICM cards were designed using type 16C950 UARTS and use 128-byte 
transmit/receive FIFO buffers to decrease CPU loading and protect against lost data 
in multitasking systems. New systems can continue to interface with legacy serial 
peripherals, yet benefit from the use of the high performance PCI Express bus. The 
cards are fully software compatible with current PCI 16550 type UART applications 
and allow for users to maintain backward compatibility.

mPCIe-ICM Family PCI Express Mini Cards

Industrial Hardware
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ACCES I/O Products, Inc.
www.accesio.com

 contactus@accesio.com  858-550-9559
 linkedin.com/company/acces-i-o-products-inc.  twitter.com/accesio

FEATURES

ĄĄ PCI Express Mini Card (mPCIe) type F1, with latching I/O connectors
ĄĄ 4 or 2-port mPCIe RS232/422/485 serial communication cards
ĄĄ Tru-Iso™ 1500V isolation port-to-computer and 500V isolation 

port-to-port on ALL signals
ĄĄ High performance 16C950 class UARTs with 128-byte FIFO for each 

TX and RX
ĄĄ Industrial operating temperature (-40°C to +85°C) and RoHS standard
ĄĄ Supports data communication rates as high as 3Mbps – 12MHz with 

custom crystal
ĄĄ Custom baud rates easily configured
ĄĄ ±15kV ESD protection on all signal pins
ĄĄ 9-bit data mode fully supported
ĄĄ Supports CTS and RTS handshaking

FEATURES

ĄĄ Texas Instruments AM3354 ARM Cortex A8 1GHz
ĄĄ 512MB DDR3L SDRAM, 4GB eMMC Flash, 16MB Serial Data Flash 

MicroSD Card Socket
ĄĄ 16x GPIO Lines, 1x SPI, 1x I2C, 1x CAN, I2S Audio Port with Stereo 

Line-In/Line-Out
ĄĄ 3x RS232 & 1x RS232/422/485, 1x 10/100 Base-T Ethernet 

(POE Optional), Wi-Fi & Bluetooth (Optional)
ĄĄ 2x USB 2.0 High Speed Host Port, 1x USB 2.0 High Speed OTG Port
ĄĄ 4x A/D Channels with 12-bit A/D Converter, Timer/Counters/PWM. 

Battery-backed Real-Time Clock.
ĄĄ 0° to + 60° C Operating Temperature

Human Interface

industrial.embedded-computing.com/p374075

EMAC, Inc.
www.emacinc.com/products/panel_pcs_and_lcds/PPC-E7-3354

 info@emacinc.com                           618-529-4525
 www.linkedin.com/company/emac-inc

Designed and manufactured in the USA, the PPC-E7-3354 is 
a compact, low power consumption ARM Panel PC with a 7" 
WVGA (800 x 480) color TFT LCD and resistive touch screen. The 
PPC-E7-3354 comes with EMAC’s Embedded Linux distribution 
installed and fully configured on the onboard flash disk. This 
allows a software engineer to concentrate on writing applications 
without worrying about hardware configuration and setup. The 
PPC-E7-3354 utilizes a System on Module for the processing 
core. This allows the user to easily upgrade the core of the system, 
when more memory, storage, or processing power is required. 
Typical power consumption is 6 watts and the LED backlight can be 
shut off to further decrease power consumption.

Qty 1 pricing is $550/ea. OEM & Qty. pricing available on request.

PPC-E7-3354
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Measuring just 75mm x 75mm, the ADLE3800SEC is an embedded SBC 
specially optimized for Size, Weight, and Power (SWAP) applications. Based 
on the E3800 series Intel Atom™ SoC, this tiny board delivers maximum 
performance in the smallest possible size. It features a quad-core processor 
with up to 2MB onboard cache, and an integrated Intel HD Graphics engine 
with support for DirectX 11, Open GL 4.0, and full HD video playback.
About EdgE-ConnECt ArChitECturE: Via the backside board-edge 
connector, additional I/O is easily accessible using standard and customer-
specific breakout boards. Easy expansion helps reduce cabling, integration 
time, and system size while increasing quality and overall MTBF.
Easily connect to sensors, cameras, and storage with a full range of onboard 
I/O: 2x Gigabit LAN, 1x USB 3.0, 1x USB 2.0, 2x PCie, and SATA. The Intel HD 
Graphics engine supports video output in either HDMI or Display Port format. 
An onboard M.2 socket allows users to install the fastest Solid State storage 
solutions on the market. Extended Temperature Ratings and hard-mounted 
Edge-Connect design make the ADLE3800SEC ideal for industrial embedded 
applications.
AppliCAtions: UUAV, UUV Unmanned Systems, Industrial Control 
Systems, Government and Defense, Video Surveillance, Small Scale 
Robotics, Remote Datalogging, Man-Wearable Computing.

ADLE3800SEC Intel® E3800 Series Edge-Connect SBC

Industrial Hardware
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ADL Embedded Solutions Inc.
www.adl-usa.com

 sales@adl-usa.com                    855-727-4200
 www.linkedin.com/company/adl-embedded-solutions

FEATURES

ĄĄ Small Size (75mm x 75mm)
ĄĄ 4GB soldered DRAM (DDR3-1333 MHz)
ĄĄ Low-power Atom® processor (8W TDP)
ĄĄ Quad-Core/Dual-Core Versions Available
ĄĄ M.2 Storage Socket Onboard
ĄĄ Expansion Connector
ĄĄ Extended Temperature Available

Designed for the harshest environments, this small industrial/military 
grade 4-port USB 3.1 hub features extended temperature opera-
tion (-40°C to +85°C), locking USB and power connections, and an 
industrial steel enclosure for shock and vibration mitigation. The OEM 
version (board only) is PC/104-sized and can easily be installed in 
new or existing PC/104-based systems as well. The USB3-104-HUB 
makes it easy to add USB-based I/O to your embedded system or 
to connect peripherals such as external hard drives, keyboards, GPS, 
wireless, and more. Real-world markets include Industrial Automa-
tion, Security, Embedded OEM, Laboratory, Kiosk, Military/Mission 
Critical, Government, and Transportation/Automotive.
This versatile four-port hub can be bus powered or self (externally) 
powered. You may choose from two power inputs (power jack and 
terminal block) to provide a full 900mA source at 5V on each of the 
downstream ports. Additionally, a wide-input power option exists to 
accept from 7VDC to 28VDC. All type A and type B USB connections 
feature a locking, high-retention design.

USB3-104-HUB – Rugged, Industrial Grade, 
4-Port USB 3.1 Hub

Industrial Hardware
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ACCES I/O Products, Inc.
www.accesio.com

 contactus@accesio.com  858-550-9559
 linkedin.com/company/acces-i-o-products-inc.  twitter.com/accesio

FEATURES

ĄĄ Rugged, industrialized, four-port USB 3.1 hub
ĄĄ USB 3.1 Gen 1 with data transfers up to 5Gbps (USB 2.0 and 1.1 compatible)
ĄĄ Extended temperature (-40°C to +85°C) for industrial/military grade 

applications
ĄĄ Locking upstream, downstream, and power connectors prevent 

accidental disconnects
ĄĄ SuperSpeed (5Gbps), Hi-speed (480Mbps), Full-speed (12Mbps), and 

Low-speed (1.5Mbps) transfers supported
ĄĄ Supports bus-powered and self-powered modes, accessible via 

DC power input jack or screw terminals
ĄĄ LED for power, and per-port RGB LEDs to indicate overcurrent fault, 

High-Speed, and SuperSpeed
ĄĄ Wide input external power option accepts from 7-28VDC
ĄĄ OEM version (board only) features PC/104 module size and mounting 

compatibility
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FEATURES

ĄĄ  Supports Intel Pentium/Celeron/Atom processor 
N4200/N3350/x7-E3950/E3950/E3930
ĄĄ Supports 204-pin SO-DIMM ranging from 8GB-16GB DDR3L 

1866MHz SDRAM
ĄĄ Supports Multi-Display options, VGA, HDMI, LVDS, DisplayPort
ĄĄ Supports Mini-PCIe, mSATA with select options including 

M.2 (E key) and PCIe x1
ĄĄ Other various I/O such as multiple COM, SATA, USB3, GbE, 

GPIO, Audio

Advantech designs and manufactures a broad selection of embedded boards. 
Advantech unveiled five new and compact embedded boards using the latest 
Intel Apollo Lake processors that bring efficiency, security, and connectivity 
to embedded computing – making them ideal for IoT, retail, industrial auto-
mation, digital surveillance, manufacturing, medical, and more! These boards 
come in a variety of compact form factors including:
• MIO-2360 – Pico-ITX Celeron N3350/Atom™ E3940/Atom™ E3930 

(100 x 72mm)
• MIO-5350 – 3.5-inch Celeron N3350, Atom™E3950, E3940, E3930 

(146 x 102mm)
• PCM-9366 – Celeron N3350 & Atom™ E3950/E3940/E3930 3.5-inch 

(146 x 102mm)
• AIMB-217 – Mini-ITX Celeron/Atom Quad-Core/Dual-Core Mini-ITX 

(170 x 170mm)
• PCM-9563 – Celeron®/Atom™ Processor N4000, N3000 EBX 

(203 x 146 mm)
Some of the compatible OSes for these five SBCs are Windows10, Linux, 
and VxWorks. Advantech middleware is available for all the Apollo Lake 
products, including the COMs and computers.

Apollo Lake Embedded Computer

Industrial Hardware
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Advantech
http://buy.advantech.com

 Buy@Advantech.com  888-576-9668
 www.linkedin.com/company/162304  @Advantech_USA

FEATURES

ĄĄ Integrated hardware plus software to build up edge-to-cloud 
applications
ĄĄ Pre-configured system: Intel® Celeron® J1900 SoC, WES7E/Win 10 

Enterprise with 4GB Memory, 64 GB SSD, and wireless networking
ĄĄ Pre-integrated WISE-PaaS Software Package: WISE-PaaS/

RMM, WISEPaaS/OTA, WISE-PaaS/Security, WebAccess/SCADA, 
WebAccess/IMM, and WebAccess/HMI
ĄĄ Pre-configured Microsoft Azure service: Device Management 

Package/ Data Intelligence Package (Optional)
ĄĄ Comprehensive developer tools and documents: Node-RED data 

flow logic designer, dashboard builder, protocol plug-in SDK & 
configuration tools

This powerful and complete IoT gateway starter kit empow-
ers your IoT project with a reliable platform and open gate-
way technologies. The package includes a ready-to-run 
fanless automation system (Intel® Celeron® J1900 platform 
& Windows® 7 Embedded), IoT platform software, devel-
opment kit, and technical support service. Also included is 
Microsoft® Azure® service integration to provide data com-
munication and management between local sensors and pri-
vate/public cloud for IoT applications. With the Advantech IoT 
Gateway Starter Kit, you can build your own IoT applications 
quickly and efficiently.

EIS-D110 – Edge Intelligence Server

Industrial Internet/IoT
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Advantech
http://buy.advantech.com

 Buy@Advantech.com  888-576-9668
 www.linkedin.com/company/162304  @Advantech_USA
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FEATURES

ĄĄ  Heavy-duty single- or double-walled extrusions
ĄĄ Heights: 12U, 16U, 20U, 24U, 30U, 35U, 40U, 44U
ĄĄ 19", 24", and 36" widths
ĄĄ Internal reinforcing corner keys, four-way crimped and welded
ĄĄ Corner sockets and corner members welded to meet: ANSI 329, 

Bellcore TR-63
ĄĄ Universal hard mounting to floor – bolt-down base (ceiling or wall 

bracing optional)
ĄĄ Independent, removable side, top panel, bottom panel and doors

Our field-proven Optima M-Series Seismic Ready Cabinets are designed 
to ensure that critical equipment remains up and running while deployed in 
rugged industrial applications. This includes meeting earthquake Seismic 
Zone 4 events as defined in GR-63-CORE – without permanent deformation, 
which can impair equipment performance or operation. The high strength-
to-weight ratio design of M-Series cabinets is the foundation for support 
and protection of equipment during the full force of a seismic event or other 
high shock and vibration conditions that occur during normal operation.
The M1 (single wall extrusion) meets NEBS Level 3 requirements and its 
modular construction makes it ideal for customization. For server applica-
tions requiring seismic performance in excess of industry standards, the 
M2’s double cavity, aluminum extrusion provides a substantial increase in 
seismic performance. Each application requires engineering review for equip-
ment loads and rack position. Doors, side panels, top covers, and bottom are 
available and designed to remain in place during a seismic event.
Available integrated cable management, power conditioning, and cooling 
options enable the M-Series to handle higher equipment densities common 
in today’s telecom, computing, industrial, and aerospace cabinets. M-Series 
cabinets are also compliant with aspects of MIL-STDs 901D, 810F, 167 
and 461. 

M-Series Reinforced Seismic Cabinets

Industrial Hardware
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Elma Electronic
www.elma.com  sales@elma.com                     215-956-1230

For a more complete view
of our line of embedded

computing products
and capabilities visit

our website at
www.elma.com

FEATURES

ĄĄ NXP T2081 and T1042 high-performance e6500/e5500 CPU cores
ĄĄ Soldered down 4GB and 8GB DDR3L ECC memories, up to 16GB 

optional
ĄĄ 10/100/1000 BASE-T, SATA, SGMII, and PCIe interfaces to carrier 

board
ĄĄ Rugged design to support extended operating temperature and 

vibration
ĄĄ Basic size form factor (95 mm × 125 mm), Type 5/6 pin-outs with 

NXP extensions/modifications
ĄĄ Linux 4.1 kernel and NXP® QorIQ® SDK 2.0
ĄĄ Longevity of supply to enable long-lifecycle programs and protect 

investment

Artesyn Embedded Technologies’ newly launched COM Express 
modules – COMX-T2081 and COMX-T1042 – feature pin- 
compatible NXP® QorIQ T2081 and T1042 processors, which pro- 
vide superior performance and power ratings and bring a wide 
spectrum of high-speed interfaces. They also enable cost-effective 
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) solutions to serve a broad market 
where processing density, technology migration, and long lifecycle 
takes priority.
The COMX-T2081 and COMX-T1042 modules provide system 
developers with multiple performance levels to effectively address 
IoT and Industry 4.0 market opportunities. The implementation’s 
flexibility makes the modules suitable for a range of applications, 
including enterprise and service provider routers, switches, base-
station controllers, radio network controllers, long-term evolution 
and general-purpose embedded computing systems in the net-
working, telecom, wireless infrastructure, industrial automation, 
aerospace, and military/defense markets. 

COMX-T Series COM Express Modules

Industrial Hardware

industrial.embedded-computing.com/p374140

Artesyn Embedded Technologies
www.artesyn.com/

 computingsales@artesyn.com                            +1 800-759-1107
 www.linkedin.com/company/artesyn               twitter.com/ArtesynEmbedded
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FEATURES

ĄĄ Xilinx Zynq Z7045 with dual ARM Cortex-A9 CPU, 1 GB RAM, 
running PetaLinux
ĄĄ Eight 16-bit ADC and eight 16-bit DAC sampling synchronously 

at 400 KHz, DC-coupled
ĄĄ USB 2.0 x1, 1 GbE x1, 32 GB eMMC, JTAG
ĄĄ Internal 14-bit GPIO and UART x2 Self-bootable standalone 

operation
ĄĄ Four independent LVDT signal conditioners
ĄĄ Offset/Phase (16-bit, unipolar, or bipolar) to CPU
ĄĄ Embedded Servo Loop

LVDT-Servo is a turnkey instrument combining Innovative’s Card-
sharp single board computer, FMC-Servo I/O module, plus custom 
firmware and software to perform 4 channels of LVDT synchronous, 
simultaneous demodulation and control.
The digital demodulation core provides sharp digital low-pass 
filtering and rapid phase tracking on the delta phase of the excitation 
and return signal. Built-in null point calibration efficiently solves the 
offset error around the null point. The powerful hardware platform 
supports a wide range of excitation frequencies from 400 Hz to 
20 KHz, with latency of less than 2.7 ms.
The Xilinx Zynq Z7045 FPGA is available for custom, real-time servo 
loop core implementations. Build the algorithm in VHDL, Xilinx System 
Generator and MATLAB, or Xilinx High Level Synthesizer (HLS) running 
inside the FPGA. Then, run a C++ program as the servo loop running in 
bare-metal in CPU core 1.

Online pricing and datasheets at www.innovative-dsp.com

LVDT-Servo – Signal Conditioner & Embedded 
Servo Controller

Industrial Hardware

industrial.embedded-computing.com/p374116

Innovative Integration
www.innovative-dsp.com/products.php?product=LVDT-Servo

  sales@innovative-dsp.com
  805-383-8994

FEATURES

ĄĄ Optional mounting feet and handles
ĄĄ Custom designs for your OEM product offering
ĄĄ Up to 8kg (17lbs) handle carrying capacity
ĄĄ Light weight designs for weight-sensitive installations
ĄĄ Durable finish for lasting protection and aesthetic appeal
ĄĄ Easy access for reduced mean-time-to-repair
ĄĄ EMC gasketing options maximize protection against electronic 

interference

Elma’s Guardbox Type 33 line of compact electronic equipment enclosures 
are ideally suited for indoor and outdoor installations for surveillance, 
test and measurement instrumentation, facility control systems, manu-
facturing control systems, and many other applications. These vibration- 
resistant cases feature rugged construction, ease of assembly, and ease 
of serviceability. The enclosures are available in custom and standard 
sizes including three standard widths and overall six different sizes 
to meet a multitude of installation space requirements across a range 
of IoT and M2M applications. Various internal board mounting options 
allow secure mounting of a range of board sizes, including PCI/104, 
COM Express, 3U and 6U Eurocards, and non-standard sizes. The Type 
33 can help set your OEM product apart with your own logo and custom 
color scheme. We apply a variety of finishing methods, including anodized 
digital printing, silk screening, and laser etching in low- to high-volume 
runs. Work with our team of designers for a new look or we can work to 
your existing design. Elma can design and supply custom front and rear 
panels adapted to your I/O set with the end application connectors in 
mind. Beveled edges give your enclosure a clean and finished look. 

Type 33 Guardbox

Industrial Hardware

industrial.embedded-computing.com/p373788

Elma Electronic
www.elma.com  sales@elma.com                     215-956-1230

For a more complete view
of our line of embedded

computing products
and capabilities visit

our website at
www.elma.com
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FEATURES

ĄĄ Supports Intel® Xeon® E3 v5 or the 6th-Gen Core™ i7/i5 
LGA1151 CPU
ĄĄ Supports the nVidia® GPU with up to 250W TDP
ĄĄ Patented thermal design ranging from -25 °C to 60 °C rugged 

operation
ĄĄ Two x8 Gen3 PCIe slots for add-on cards
ĄĄ Dual GbE ports and four USB 3.0 ports
ĄĄ Dual DVI display outputs
ĄĄ Four 2.5" SATA drives with RAID 0/1/5/10 support

Neousys’ Nuvo-6018GC is the world’s first industrial-grade GPU com-
puter that supports high-end graphic cards. It is designed to fuel emerging 
GPU-accelerated applications such as artificial intelligence, virtual reality, 
autonomous driving, and CUDA computing by accommodating the nVidia 
GTX-1080 or the TITAN X GPU.
The Nuvo-6018GC supports C236 chipset, Xeon® E5 V3, or 6th-Gen Core™ 
i7/i5 CPU with up to 32 GB ECC/non-ECC DDR4 memory. It incorporates 
general computer I/O like Gigabit Ethernet, USB 3.0, and serial ports. In 
addition to the x16 PCIe port for GPU installation, the Nuvo-6108GC 
further provides two x8 PCIe slots allowing for additional devices for 
information collection and communication.
The Nuvo-6108GC is also equipped with sophisticated power design to 
handle heavy power consumption and power transients of a 250W GPU. 
Furthermore, to have reliable GPU performance for industrial environ-
ments, Nuvo-6018GC inherits Neousys’ patented design of tuned cold air 
intake to effectively dissipate the heat generated by the GPU.
This unique design guarantees the operating temperature at 60°C with 
100 percent GPU loading, making the Nuvo-6018GC extremely reliable 
for demanding field usage.

Neousys Nuvo-6108GC Industrial-grade GPU 
Computing PC

Industrial Hardware
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Neousys Technology
www.neousys-tech.com

 sales@neousys-tech.com               +1-847-656-3298
 www.linkedin.com/company/neousys-technology           @neousys

FEATURES

ĄĄ 19" subracks and housings with flexible internal layout in various 
3U and 6U sizes
ĄĄ EMI- and RFI-shielded protection using stable stainless steel 

contact springs, ensuring permanent and reliable bonding
ĄĄ CompactPCI modules with integrated bus board and power supply
ĄĄ InterRail® product line to meet tough physical demands and 

vibration-proof for railway engineering, traffic engineering, and 
power station engineering
ĄĄ Connectors and wiring accessories
ĄĄ Customizations available

Intermas develops, manufactures, and markets components and 
modules for the packaging of electronics:
Cabinets, housings, subracks, cassettes, and an extensive range of 
accessories for the 19" rack systems. The electronic enclosure systems 
are used in the fields of PCI, VME/VME64x, cPCI, IEEE, and communica-
tion applications with state-of-the-art EMI- and RFI-shielded protection.

Intermas offers wiring connectors and cable interface housings in 
accordance with IEC 60 603-2/ DIN 41 612, bus bars, 19" cross flow 
fans, power supplies, and euroboard covers. Intermas has an extensive 
product range of more than 10,000 separate components and more 
than 30 years of experience.

Go to
www.Intermas-US.com

for our new catalog.

Intermas – Subrack FLEXIBLE

Industrial Hardware
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Intermas US LLC
www.Intermas-US.com

 intermas@intermas-us.com
 800-811-0236
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FEATURES

ĄĄ Made in the USA

ĄĄ Most rack accessories ship from stock

ĄĄ Modified ‘standards’ and customization are our 
specialty

ĄĄ Card sizes from 3U x 160mm to 9U x 400mm

ĄĄ System monitoring option (CMM)

ĄĄ AC or DC power input

ĄĄ Power options up to 1,200 watts

VME and VME64x, CompactPCI, or PXI chassis are available in 
many configurations from 1U to 12U, 2 to 21 slots, with many 
power options up to 1,200 watts. Dual hot-swap is available in 
AC or DC versions. We have in-house design, manufacturing 
capabilities, and in-process controls. All Vector chassis and 
backplanes are manufactured in the USA and are available with 
custom modifications and the shortest lead times in the industry.

Series 2370 chassis offer the lowest profile per slot. Cards are 
inserted horizontally from the front, and 80mm rear I/O backplane 
slot configuration is also available. Chassis are available from 1U, 
2 slots up to 7U, 12 slots for VME, CompactPCI, or PXI. All chassis 
are IEEE 1101.10/11 compliant with hot-swap, plug-in AC or DC 
power options.

Our Series 400 enclosures feature side-filtered air intake and rear 
exhaust for up to 21 vertical cards. Options include hot-swap, 
plug-in AC or DC power, and system voltage/temperature monitor. 
Embedded power supplies are available up to 1,200 watts.

Series 790 is MIL-STD-461D/E compliant and certified, economi-
cal, and lighter weight than most enclosures available today. It is 
available in 3U, 4U, and 5U models up to 7 horizontal slots.

All Vector chassis are available for custom modification in the 
shortest time frame. Many factory paint colors are available and 
can be specified with Federal Standard or RAL numbers.

For more detailed product information,

please visit www.vectorelect.com

or call 1-800-423-5659

and discuss your application

with a Vector representative.

cPCI, PXI, VME, Custom Packaging Solutions

Vector Electronics & Technology, Inc.
www.vectorelect.com

 inquire@vectorelect.com
 800-423-5659

Industrial Hardware

industrial.embedded-computing.com/p371649

Made in the USA
Since 1947

A FINE TECHNOLOGY GROUP

VISIT OUR NEW
WEBSITE!

WWW.VECTORELECT.COM
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Based on the ADLE3800SEC E3800-series Edge-Connect SBC, this 
compact embedded PC delivers maximum performance in a very 
small 3.4″ x 3.2″ footprint. It features an Intel E3800-series Atom 
processor with onboard 4GB DDR3 RAM and integrated Intel HD 
Graphics engine with support for DirectX 11, Open GL 4.0, and full HD 
video playback.
The ADLEPC-1500 comes packaged in an industrial-grade chassis 
with mounting options for a variety of environments. Via its SBC 
edge-connect architecture, it can easily be extended to larger custom 
systems with added I/O and functionality. This makes possible a 
fixed processor/software combination across similar products with 
varying I/O needs.
ApplicAtions: UAV and UUV Unmanned Systems, Industrial Control 
Systems, Robotics, Datalogging, Wearable Computing, Traffic Engineer-
ing, License Plate Recognition (LPR), Digital Signage, Kiosk and ATM 
Applications, IoT Gateways, Industrial Camera Systems for Toll Roads, 
Border Security, and other Applications.

ADLEPC-1500 Mini Embedded PC

Industrial Internet/IoT

industrial.embedded-computing.com/p374009

ADL Embedded Solutions Inc.
www.adl-usa.com

 sales@adl-usa.com                    855-727-4200
 www.linkedin.com/company/adl-embedded-solutions

FEATURES

ĄĄ HWD Dimensions: 1.3" x 3.4" x 3.2" (33mm x 86mm x 81mm)
ĄĄ Intel Atom E3800-3845 Quad, Intel Atom E3800-3827 Dual
ĄĄ 4GB DDR3 1333MHz (soldered onboard)
ĄĄ Display Port (2560x1600): BIOS option for HDMI 

(1920x1200) using DisplayPort cable
ĄĄ 1x M.2 Socket Key, B, 2242
ĄĄ 2x100/1000 LAN, 1x USB2.0, 1x USB3.0, 1x Display Port
ĄĄ Voltage Input = 20-30 VDC; 24V Nominal; Optional 7-36V

FEATURES

ĄĄ The convenience of single-sourcing the hardware, data plan, and free 
device management as a bundle
ĄĄ Leverage Digi’s expertise in interfacing with carriers to manage your 

cellular service
ĄĄ Digi Remote Manager is included, allowing you to easily monitor and 

manage your devices
ĄĄ Digi base support is included with your purchase to help you get up 

and running quickly
ĄĄ Convenient monthly billing  •  Plans starting as low as $2.80/month!

Digi is excited to bring together the power and flexibility of the Digi XBee eco-
system with the latest 4G cellular technology, with the new Digi XBee Cellular 
embedded modem. This solution enables OEMs to quickly integrate cutting- 
edge 4G cellular technology into their devices and applications without 
dealing with painful, time-consuming, expensive FCC and carrier end-device 
certifications. A bundled data plan will be included with every development kit 
with 6 months of free data, with the Digi XBee fully pre-provisioned and ready 
to communicate over the cellular network right out of the box.
With the full suite of standard Digi XBee API frames and AT commands, exist-
ing Digi XBee customers can seamlessly transition to this new modem with 
only minor software adjustments. When OEMs add the Digi XBee Cellular 
modem to their design, they create a future-proof design with flexibility to 
switch between wireless protocols or frequencies as needed, ideal for any 
business with an agile roadmap.
Digi Data Plans are now available! The service includes data plan options 
that are ideal for Industrial IoT applications, bundled together with free Digi 
Remote Management service for customers who wish to remotely monitor 
and manage their devices, along with the capability to do over the air (OTA) 
remote firmware upgrades.

Digi XBee Cellular

Industrial Internet/IoT

industrial.embedded-computing.com/p374150

Digi International
www.digi.com

 sales.questions@digi.com  952-912-3444
 www.linkedin.com/company-beta/6245/  @digidotcom

For more information or to receive a quote, contact your sales 
representative or call Digi Sales at 952-912-3444 / 877-912-3444.
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FEATURES

ĄĄ Powerful Intel Atom E38xx CPU up to quad core for 
powerful edge/fog computing applications

ĄĄ Truly Industrial – Extended operating temperature, a 
wide-range power supply with surge and sag protection, 
protected and isolated DIO, protected USB and serial I/O

ĄĄ Java-based Everyware Software Framework middleware 
for IoT gateways

ĄĄ Globally certified cellular connectivity options with 
ReliaCELL Ruggedized Cellular Adapter or embedded

ĄĄ Up to 4GB ECC RAM, 8GB eMMC, (1x) mSATA

ĄĄ Wi-Fi & BLE connectivity options

ĄĄ (2x) Serial I/O (RS-232/422/485), (1x) CAN Bus 2.0B, 
(3x) Digital I/O, (2x) Ethernet

ĄĄ Wide-range (6-32VDC) power supply

ĄĄ Yocto Linux 1.6, Windows 10 IoT Enterprise

ĄĄ Customizable and configurable

The ReliaGATE 20-25 is a high-performance IoT gateway ideal 
for industrial applications demanding powerful edge computa-
tional power. With Intel Atom processing options up to quad 
core, the ReliaGATE 20-25 is ideal for industrial controls and 
analytics, preventive maintenance systems, and other process-
intensive IoT-enabled control systems. 
The gateway features extended operating temperature sup- 
port, wide-range power supply, isolated I/O interfaces, and 
customizable connectivity options. Embedded Wi-Fi and BLE 
are standard options.
To add global cellular connectivity, just plug in Eurotech’s 
ReliaCELL 10-20, the carrier-certified module that enables 
immediate deployment. An embedded internal cellular option 
is also available as a factory option.
The ReliaGATE 20-25 is powered by Everyware™ Software 
Framework (ESF), a commercial, enterprise-ready edition of 
Eclipse Kura, the open-source Java/OSGi middleware for IoT 
gateways. ESF adds advanced security, diagnostics, provision-
ing, remote access, and full integration with Everyware™ Cloud, 
Eurotech’s IoT Integration Platform. 
Used standalone, or in conjunction with Everyware Cloud, the 
ReliaGATE 20-25 provides a fast go-to-market solution for 
demanding industrial IoT applications.

ReliaGATE 20-25 Industrial Grade Multi-service 
IoT Gateway

Eurotech Inc.
www.eurotech.com

 solutions.us@eurotech.com  301-490-4007
 www.linkedin.com/company-beta/38780/  @EurotechFan

Industrial Internet/IoT

industrial.embedded-computing.com/p374126

Go to product link 
www.eurotech.com/en/products/ReliaGATE%2020-25
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FEATURES

ĄĄ Intel® Bay Trail E3845/E3825 Processor
ĄĄ -40°C to +85°C Operational Temperature
ĄĄ 8 USB 2.0 and 4 Serial (RS-232/422/485) Ports
ĄĄ Two 10/100/1000 Mbps Ethernet Ports
ĄĄ 48 Bidirectional GPIO
ĄĄ 2 MiniPCIe Sockets, PC/104-Plus Expansion
ĄĄ MSATA and CFast Sockets for Onboard SSD

WinSystems’ EPX-C414 is an EPIC form factor single 
board computer (SBC) with PC/104-Plus expansion 
featuring the Intel® Atom™ E3800 SoC processor. Its 
small size, rugged design, and extended operational 
temperature make it a great fit for Industrial IoT appli-
cations and embedded systems in the industrial control, 
transportation, Mil/COTS, and energy markets.

EPIC Industrial Intel® E3800 Single Board Computer

Industrial Internet/IoT

industrial.embedded-computing.com/p373989

WinSystems
www.winsystems.com

 info@winsystems.com  817-274-7553
 www.linkedin.com/company/winsystems-inc-  twitter.com/WinSystemsInc

FEATURES

ĄĄ  Intel Apollo Lake-I E3900 Processor (Dual or Quad core)
ĄĄ Up to 8 GB DDR3-LV System RAM
ĄĄ -40°C to +85°C Operating Temperature Range
ĄĄ PC/104 Small Form Factor with PCIe/104™ OneBank™

ĄĄ USB Type C 3.0 and 8x USB 2.0
ĄĄ 24 GPIO with event sense
ĄĄ Four Serial Ports

WinSystems’ PX1-C415 single board computer (SBC) 
is a PC/104 form factor SBC with PCIe/104™ OneBank™ 
expansion featuring the latest generation Intel® Apollo 
Lake-I SOC processor. Its small size, rugged design and 
extended operational temperature make it a great fit for 
industrial IoT applications and embedded systems in the 
industrial control, transportation, Mil/COTS, and energy 
markets.

PC/104 OneBank Intel® E3900 SBC with Dual Ethernet

Industrial Internet/IoT

industrial.embedded-computing.com/p374026

WinSystems
www.winsystems.com

 info@winsystems.com  817-274-7553
 www.linkedin.com/company/winsystems-inc-  twitter.com/WinSystemsInc
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FEATURES

ĄĄ Pre-certified to IEC 61508 SIL3 and ISO 26262 ASILD by TÜV SÜD
ĄĄ Supplied as source code with a full Design Assurance Pack
ĄĄ Intrinsic self-verification routines
ĄĄ MPU support as standard
ĄĄ Migration path from FreeRTOS
ĄĄ MISRA C compliant
ĄĄ Supports wide range of popular microprocessors, and all popular 

development tools

SAFERTOS® is a pre-certified, pre-emptive, safety critical Real-Time Operating 
System (RTOS) that delivers det erminism and robustness to embedded 
systems, whilst using minimum resources. 
SAFERTOS is delivered for a specific processor/compiler combination. By 
following the clear, concise instructions within the Safety Manual, the 
integrity of SAFERTOS can be preserved whilst it’s installed and integrated 
into a development environment. This removes the need for retesting on 
the target hardware, and certification as part of a product becomes very 
straightforward. 
SAFERTOS includes features supporting the development of safety critical 
products such as Task Isolation and Separation functionality, and intrinsic 
self-verification routines. With an imperceptible boot time, SAFERTOS is 
an ideal choice in systems that need to protect users and equipment from 
hazards quickly after a power on or brown out event. 
SAFERTOS supports IEC 62304 Class C and FDA 510(K) submissions for 
medical devices, IEC 61508 SIL 3 for industrial devices, ISO 26262 ASIL D for 
automotive and EN50128 SIL 4 for rail. SAFERTOS is available pre-certified 
by TÜV SÜD.  

SAFERTOS®

Industrial Software
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WITTENSTEIN high integrity systems
www.HighIntegritySystems.com

 Sales@HighIntegritySystems.com  +44 1275 395 600
 WITTENSTEIN high integrity systems  @WITTENSTEIN_HIS

iPAC-9x25Single Board Computer

info@emacinc.com Single Board Computerwww.emacinc.com info@emacinc.com

Our Products Make Your Products Better®

Ordering Information

34806

PRODUCT # CPU MEMORY SERIAL GPIO USB ANALOG LAN TEMPERATURE

IPAC-9X25-000 Atmel
AT91SAM9X25
400 MHz

128MB DDR2
4GB eMMC
16MB Serial Flash

4x 44x 2x HS Host
1x FS Host
1x HS OTG  

7x 10-Bit
A/D Channels  

2x  10/100
Base-T with RJ45

-40° to + 85° C

COM 3 
RS232

Reset Button
USB OTG

Dual 10/100 
Ethernet

SD Card Socket

Dual USB
Host

8 Status
LED’s

PWM, A/D, I2C, SPI, I2S Audio, GPIO

RTC 
Battery

Dual 10/100 
Ethernet RJ45 
Jacks

+5V Power 
Jack, 2.1mm

COM 0 
RS232/422/485

CPU JTAG

COM 1 - RS232
Debug/Console

Aux Dual
USB Header

Dual USB Host

COM 3 RS232

COM 2 RS232

External GPIO 1-20

Alt Power
Connector

24 Lines of 
Processor 

GPIO

CAN 2.0b Port

Optional Accessories

PER-PWR-00032

PER-PWR-00033

5V @ 2.5A Power supply (110V @ 60 Hz US)

5V @ 3.2A Power supply (100-220V @ 47-63 Hz Intl.)

PCD-39E00-000   

PCD-3950  

Screw Terminal Board Kit w/40 & 50 pin connection cables

50-pin Wire Screw Terminal Block, with Flat Cable

PRODUCT # POWER SUPPLY PRODUCT # TERMINAL BOARDS

*Requires Qty. 2 Terminal Boards to utilize all GPIO

FEATURES

ĄĄ Atmel AT91SAM9x25 400 Mhz Processor
ĄĄ 128 MB DDR2 RAM, 4 GB eMMC, 16 MB Serial Data Flash
ĄĄ 2x Ethernet 10/100 Base-T with RJ45, 20x General Purpose 

SAM9X25 Digital I/O Lines, 16x SPI I/O Expander Based Digital I/O, 
8x High Drive Digital Outputs
ĄĄ 2x USB 2.0 High Speed, 1x USB 2.0 Full Speed Host Port, 1x USB 

2.0 High Speed OTG (Host/Device), 1 CAN 2.0b Port
ĄĄ 4x Serial Ports (3x RS232, 1x RS232/422/485)
ĄĄ 7x A/D Channels with 10-bit Converter, Up to 4x 16-bit PWMs
ĄĄ -40° - 85° C Operating Temperature

Designed and manufactured in the USA, the iPac-9X25 is a 
web-enabled single board computer with the ability to run an 
embedded web server to host the monitored or logged data. 
The web connection is available via two 10/100 Ethernet ports 
or optional 802.11 wireless Wi-Fi or Bluetooth networking 
when using the proper Linux modules and adapters. This single 
board computer has all connectors brought out as headers on 
the board and has the same footprint of a standard PC/104 
module at 3.77" x 3.54". The iPAC-9x25 is perfectly suited for 
Industrial Temperature Embedded Data Acquisition and Control 
applications.
Qty 1 price is $198. OEM & Qty pricing available on request.

iPAC-9x25

Sensors and Control

industrial.embedded-computing.com/p372029

EMAC, Inc.
www.emacinc.com/products/pc_compatible_sbcs/IPAC-9X25

 info@emacinc.com                           618-529-4525
 www.linkedin.com/company/emac-inc
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